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General view

 In the middle of, an alternative career and a 

short bio

 Scientific journalism: 

 A bridge with many good things (and some

worse ones)

 Who?

 Scientist as a collaborator?

 Scientists vs. journalists (a conversation)



Scientific journalism: in the middle of 
the day

 1- Education for Science

 2- How to motivate the young scientific heart

 3- Our social responsibility as scientists

 (4- Alternative careers)



(There is ) Life after science



Short Bio



Short Bio



 Research, a classic narrative

 Approach (introduction, context)

 Tools (methods – writing)

 Development (results)

 End or denoument (discussion in a new context, doors 

more or less open)

(A bridge) Science and journalism: a 
classic narrative



Good things 
(about scientific and freelance journalism)

 Curiosity

 Lots of topics (never-ending and possibilities of 

multiple approaches)

 Lots of sources

 Process of composition, writing, verifying

 More immediate reward

 A variety of platforms and styles

 (Relative) Self-management of time vs. face-to-

face work)



Worse things

 One millimeter deep

 Depends on available options

 Job insecurity

 Money, money…

 Time management and autonomy 

(freelance)



¿WHO?

"If I have to speak from my experience, in general it is more feasible to train a 
professional with a scientific background to be a scientific journalist “

Diana Cazaux, Argentine scientific journalist

“The problem lies in the fact that a significant part of Spanish journalists 
lacks a minimum knowledge required to rigorously address scientific 
information”

- “Journalists accustomed vs. specialized”

- "Many journalists think that the most specialized journalists understand 
news in terms of scientific progress, while ´general´ journalists understand 
it in terms of its effects on people and the quality of life" 

Carlos Elías, chemist and journalist

"It does not matter who does it, what matters is if it´s done 
well"

Science journalism



Science and journalism: the scientist as a 
collaborator

- Should the scientist collaborate with the press?

- “Yes, because he works with public money and owes an 

explanation of his work to the society that finances it”

(No, but yes)

- Should the communication be taken into account 

in the scientist´s CV?

(Yes, but no)



 Advantages of collaboration (as a source of one's 

own or someone else's work)

 Improves financing possibilities (general and particular)

 Role of RRI (Responsible Research and Innovation), with its 

advantages and disadvantages: "creates" or reveals a need

 (Indirectly it´s also beneficial for scientific journalism: concept of 

"critical mass")

 Facilitates collaborations

 It improves even the writing of the scientific article itself 

(even if the data are powerful, a good "narration" 

contributes to the publication)

 Reading scientific news brings new ideas that you might 

not read in papers (the need of a third way?)

Science and journalism: the scientist as a 
collaborator



Ok, but…



And…



Journalists vs. scientists



Journalists vs. scientists

 The standard structure of news stories 

doesn't work for science 
There's been some criticism of the "inverted pyramid" model of writing 

news but there's a reason we stick to it doggedly. It works. 

 The internet doesn't have word limits. 

Why do you? 
"On the web, real estate is endless and cheap" so why on earth do the press 

keep producing 300-700 word news stories and paring down scientists' 

quotes to a sentence or just a few choice words? Answers: We don't want to 

bore the readers and we don´t have enough resources: If you double the 

length of every news story you publish, you effectively halve the number of 

stories you can cover – or worse, you halve the amount of time spent getting 

the story right in the first place…



Journalists vs. scientists

 Your headline is hyperbolic 
The purpose of a headline is not to tell the story. That's the purpose of the 

story.

 Change my colourful quote at once! 
No. Quotes serve many functions in a news story but one important reason 

they're there is to inject some humanity into the piece. Most scientists are 

human and, thankfully, don't speak in the arid tone that characterises an 

academic paper.

 The story didn't contain this or that 'essential' 

caveat 
Was the caveat really essential to someone's understanding of the story? Are 

you sure? In my experience, it's rare that it is. Research papers contain all 

the caveats that are essential for a complete understanding of the science. 

They are also seldom read. Even by scientists.



Journalists vs. scientists

 How could you quote that person who 

disagrees with me? He's wrong! 

If the criticisms seem valid and are not easily rebutted, then 

journalists have a duty to represent them.

 The story contained an error or errors 

It is worth remembering that while a paper represents months 

or years of work to the scientist concerned, the reporter or 

editor responsible is likely to have dealt with a dozen or more 

similar gems in the same week.



Scientists vs. journalists



Scientists vs. journalists

 The standard structure of news stories 

doesn't work for science 

I really don’t understand this one. There are other styles, and many 

science bloggers experiment (because that’s what we do) with other 

narrative structures.

 The internet doesn't have word limits. 

Why do you? 

We write abstracts. They’re frequently less than 300 words. They hit 

the salient points. No problem. Sometimes we’re amazed by how little 

information you fit into 300 words.

http://www.southernfriedscience.com/?p=7665


Scientists vs. journalists

 Your headline is hyperbolic

Your headline is trivial, tedious, or wrong.

 Change my colourful quote at once! 

You changed my colorful quote before printing! Yes, you did. 

And you changed it in a such a way as to mean the exact 

opposite of what I said. Don’t do that.

 The story didn't contain this or that 

'essential' caveat 

The story is wrong.



Scientists vs. journalists

 How could you quote that person who 

disagrees with me? He's wrong! 

How could you quote that fringe nutjob with no credibility as if his work 

was equivalent to the overwhelming consensus?

 The story contained an error or errors 

The story is still wrong.



Let´s talk and work

 Of course, the real problem in all these “how to talk to 

scientist/how to talk to journalist” discussions is that both parties 

are talking over each other. There are terrible science journalists 

out there and there are good ones. There are asshole scientists that 

don’t think journalists can find the right end of a pencil and there 

are scientists that value press coverage and want to work with 

journalists to create a compelling and accurate story. Lumping 

either group into “how to talk to X” is just lazy stereotyping.

But thinking about it can be helpful

if we want to work together and do a 

good job.

And I´m sure we want.



Thank you

@jesusmendezzz

@dixit_ciencia
www.dixitciencia.com


